This paper focuses on indexing and retrieval at the object level for video surveillance. Object retrieval is difficult due to imprecise object detection and tracking. In the indexing phase, a new representative blob detection method allows to choose the most relevant blobs that represent various object's visual aspects. In the retrieval phase, a new robust object matching method retrieves successfully objects even though they are not perfectly tracked. We validate our approach thanks to videos coming from a subway monitoring project. The representative blob detection method improves the state of the art. The obtained retrieval results show that the object matching method is robust while working with imprecise object tracking algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
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sports [14] , few work has been done for retrieving video surveillance [1] , [7] . Current achievements on automatic video understanding [10] such as object detection, object tracking and event recognition, though not perfect, are reliable enough to build efficient surveillance video indexing and retrieval systems.
We have previously proposed a general framework [5] , [6] for video surveillance indexing and retrieval. This framework is based on the hypothesis that videos are partially indexed thanks to previous work in video analysis and video surveillance such as object tracking and event recognition. The proposed framework allows to retrieve both objects and events of interest. A query language has also been presented. However, in the former version of this framework, object matching is not robust because one object is represented by one sole instance, that is the first blob detected. In this paper, we propose an indexing and retrieval approach at the object level for video surveillance. We call this sub module, the object indexing and retrieval for surveillance videos.
This paper is organized as follows:
In section 2, we analyze open problems of the object indexing and retrieval tasks for surveillance videos. The related work is presented in section 3. Section 4 aims at describing the proposed approach. Experimental results on real surveillance video sequences are presented and analyzed in section 5. We conclude and discuss future work in section 6.
OPEN PROBLEMS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Before discussing about open problems in object indexing and retrieval for surveillance videos, it is worth to note that in order to perform the object retrieval process, object detection and tracking are required. There are three main problems encountered in the object indexing and retrieval for surveillance videos. Before analyzing these problems, we give definition of blob. Definition 1. An object blob is a region determined by a minimal bounding box in a frame where object is detected.
The minimal bounding box is determined by object detection algorithms. As object retrieval utilizes output of the video analysis, the first problem is the quality of object retrieval which depends on the quality of video analysis Figure 1 : (a) object is not present in the blob (object area = 0%); (b) object is partially present in the blob (object area < 50%); (c) and (d) object is totally present in the blob (object area = 100%) that is, however, not always perfect. We have analyzed three metrics presented by Nghiem et al. [9] for evaluating object detection and object tracking algorithms: object area, object ID persistence and object ID confusion. For the object detection, the "object area" metric evaluates the number of pixels in ground-truth object that have been detected. This metric can be expressed in percentage. A good object detection algorithm has a high value for this metric. Figure 1 illustrates three cases: (a) object is not present in the blob (object area = 0%); (b) object is partially present in the blob (object area < 50%), (c) and (d) object is totally present in the blob (object area = 100%). For the object tracking, the "object ID persistence" metric helps to evaluate the ID persistence. It computes over the time how many tracked objects are associated to one ground-truth object (ID persistence). In the contrary, the "object ID confusion" metric computes the number of objects per detected object (having the same ID). Figure 2 shows two examples in which the object ID confusion is 3 ( Fig. 2 .a) and the object ID persistence is 2 ( Fig. 2.b) . A good object tracking algorithm obtains a small value of these two metrics (minimum is 1). Using directly results of object tracking algorithms with poor performance (evaluation metrics are greater than 1) can lead to irrelevant results for object retrieval. An effective object indexing and retrieval approach should be able to work with video analysis having different qualities.
The second problem concerns mobile object visual signature. Objects in video surveillance are physical objects (e.g. people, vehicles) that are present in the scene at a certain time. In general, they are detected and tracked in a large number of frames. Consequently, an object is represented by a set of blobs. Due to errors in object detection, using all these blobs for object indexing and retrieval is irrelevant. Moreover, it is redundant because of the similar content between blobs. The object representation requires a method enabling to choose the most relevant and representative blobs. We call this method, the representative blob detection method.
The third problem is a large variety of object appearance: just to name a few, people appear in different poses, they are often partially occluded, the lighting is different. The object indexing and retrieval approach has to take into account these variations.
Our object indexing and retrieval approach for surveillance videos is based on two hypotheses. Firstly, objects in the scene can be observed by one or several cameras. The (a) (b) Figure 2 : (a) three ground-truth objects IDs associated to one sole detected object (object ID confusion = 3); (b) two tracked objects created for one sole ground-truth object (object ID persistence = 2) object information coming from different cameras can be fused in order to track objects. Therefore, object indexing and retrieval can be performed on fused data. However, data fusion is not always available in current video analysis modules. In order to benefit from the output of various video analysis modules, we assume that video analysis is performed on each video stream. Secondly, various appearance aspects of object can be analyzed. For certain applications, local appearance such as head and face of people is well observed. However, in order to apply the proposed approach in a wide range of applications, global appearance of objects is employed. In the case that the local appearance is available, it can be used to refine retrieval results.
Our contribution in this paper is an object indexing and retrieval approach for surveillance videos that tackles the three presented problems. The first problem is solved by a representative blob detection method in the indexing phase and an object matching method in the retrieval phase. The proposed representative blob detection method is an improvement of Ma et al. method [7] . It allows to work with outputs of inaccurate object detection algorithms. The proposed object matching method based on the EMD distance and visual feature feature is robust when working with imperfect tracking algorithms. The second problem is also solved by the proposed representative blob detection method. For the third problem, we integrate results of the state of the art on feature extraction in order to match objects with different appearances.
RELATED WORK
This related work focuses on the object indexing and retrieval for surveillance videos. A more complete state of the art on video surveillance indexing and retrieval can be found in [6] .
In [15] , objects are firstly detected and tracked by using Kalman filter. Then, the MPEG-7 descriptors such as dominant colors, edge histograms are computed over object's life time. This method is not effective because average descriptors cannot characterize reliably the objects when object detection and tracking are not perfect.
The work of Calderara et al. [1] focuses on searching blobs of an object over a network of overlapping cameras. A mixture of Gaussians is used to summarize the appearance of the object observed by a set of cameras. At each instant, the mixture of Gaussians is updated by dominant colors computed over object blob. Query is also represented by a mixture of Gaussians. Objects are retrieved based on distance between mixtures of Gaussians. In this work, objects are successfully retrieved if the object detection and tracking are reliable.
The approach presented by Ma et al. [3] , [7] consists of two methods: a representative blob detection method and an object matching method. The representative blob detection is based on the agglomerative hierarchical clustering and the covariance matrix extracted on object blobs. After performing the agglomerative clustering on all blobs of an object, clusters containing a small number of elements (outliers) are removed. For the other clusters, one representative blob is defined for each cluster. Therefore, the representative blob detection method dominate errors of the object detection if they occur in a small number of frames. Concerning object matching, the Hausdorff distance is then used to compute the distance between two sets of representative blobs. However, the Hausdorff distance is not relevant when working with object tracking algorithms having a high value of object ID confusion because this distance is extremely sensitive to outliers. If two sets of points A and B are similar, all the points are perfectly superimposed except only one single point in A which is far from any point in B, then the Hausdorff distance determined by this point.
The state of the art work cannot solve the three problems analyzed in section 2.
OBJECT INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL
In this section, we present two methods: the representative blob detection method in the indexing phase and the object matching method in the retrieval phase.
Representative blob detection
The representative blob detection is one of the tasks in the indexing phase. This task chooses from object blobs the most relevant and representative blobs that represent significantly object appearance. The purpose of this task is to solve a part of the first problem (when object detection algorithms failed) and the second problem. Before describing the algorithm, we give definition of relevant blob.
Definition 2.
A blob is relevant if the ratio between object pixels in this blob and ground-truth pixels is greater than a given threshold.
The threshold chosen in this paper is 0.5, it means that more than 50% object pixels are present in the blob. For example, a relevant blob for a person has to contain person and otherwise for an irrelevant blob. As presented in section 3, the representative blob detection method proposed by Ma et al. allows to dominate errors of object detection if they occur in a small number of frames. We present a new method that improves the method of Ma et al. when working with object detection algorithms having a poor performance. The steps of the proposed method are as follows:
• Step 1: Classify blobs of all objects into relevant (with people) and irrelevant blobs (without computed people) by a two-class SVM classifier with radial basis function (RBF) kernel using edge histograms [13] .
• Step 2: Remove irrelevant blobs from the set of blobs for each object.
• Step 3: Do agglomerative clustering on relevant blobs based on covariance matrix.
• Step 4: Remove clusters having a small number of elements.
• 
For a cluster B, the representative blob B l is defined as:
where d(Ai, Bj ) and d(Bi, Bj ) are blob distances by covariance matrix presented in [7] . The corresponding weight w r j for each valid cluster is measured by
where N r is the number of blobs of the cluster r and N is total number of blobs.
The covariance matrix is built over feature vector f that is:
where R, G, B are color space encoding and x,y are the coordinates of the pixel contributing to the color and gradient information. The covariance matrix is computed for each detected blob as follows:
Object matching
As presented above, one object is represented by a set of its representative blobs. Each type of feature extracted on one blob has its own distance. The object matching based on their representative blobs must take into account the similarity of each pair of blobs and their weight. We propose a new object matching based on the EMD (Earth Movers Distance) [11] . This method is widely applied with success in image and scripted video retrieval.
Computing the EMD (Earth Mover's Distance) is based on a solution to the old transportation problem. This is a bipartite network flow problem which can be formalized as the following linear programming problem: Let I be a set of suppliers, J a set of consumers, and cij the cost to ship a unit of supply from i ∈ I to j ∈ J. We want to find a set of flows fij that minimize the overall cost:
subject to the following constraints:
where xi is the total supply of supplier i and yj is the total capacity of consumer j. Once the transportation problem is solved, and we have found the optimal flow F * = {f * ij }, the earth mover's distance is defined as:
When applied to our problem, the cost cij becomes the distance of two blobs and the total supply xi and yj are the blob weights. cij can be various descriptor distance between two blobs such as color histogram distance, edge histogram distance. In order to compare our matching method with the method of Ma et al. [7] that performs Hausdorff distance on the covariance matrix, cij is set to covariance matrix distance. We compute the same covariance matrix of Ma et al. This covariance matrix is a matrix of 11 × 11 for the pixel coordinates, their color and gradient information. In this paper, the transportation simplex method proposed by Hillier et al. [4] and its implementation 1 are used in order to compute EMD distance. In comparison with the matching method based on the Hausdorff distance [7] , [3] , our matching method based on the EMD distance possess two precious characteristics. Firstly, it considers the participation of each blob in computing the distance based on its similarity with other blobs and its weight. Thanks to the representative blob detection method, blob weight expresses the important degree of this blob in object representation. The proposed matching method ensures a minor participation of irrelevant blobs produced by errors in object tracking because these blobs are relatively different from other blobs and have a small weight. Therefore, matching method is robust when working with object tracking algorithms having a high value of object Id confusion. Secondly, the proposed object matching allows partial matching.
RESULTS
The proposed approach is evaluated and compared with the approach of Ma et al. [7] . Two approaches are compared by the representative blob detection method and the object matching method.
Dataset
1 http://www.cs.duke.edu/ tomasi/software/emd.htm In order to evaluate the proposed approach, surveillance video sequences coming from the CARETAKER (Content Analysis and REtrieval Technologies to Apply Extraction to massive Recording) project 2 are employed. Videos coming from this project depict human activity in a metro station. These videos are analyzed by the VSIP platform of PUL-SAR team [16] . Two frames extracted from the videos of this project is given in Fig. 3 while video information and analyzed results are presented in Tab. 1. 
Representative blob detection evaluation
We propose two evaluation metrics for the representative blob detection. Let {(Bi)}, i ∈ (1, N ) be a set of blobs for an object before detecting representative blobs, {(B r j , w r j )}, with j ∈ (1, n) and n << N be the set of representative blobs and their weight. Among n blobs detected, there are na relevant blobs (defined in the ground-truth). Representative blob detection algorithms are evaluated by two metrics, F and P, defined as:
The F metric expresses the capacity to reduce the stored information while the P metric shows the capacity to repair object detection and tracking errors. An effective representative blob detection algorithm has a small value of F and a high value of P. The method of Ma et al. [7] presented in section 2 ensures a small value of F. However, a high value of P is not always guaranteed because the method cannot cope with poor performance object detection algorithms. Our representative blob detection method is compared with the method of Ma et al. in two experiments. The two evaluation metrics (F and P) are computed based on groundtruth in order to evaluate the representative blob detection methods. In both experiments, if the number of blobs for an object is small (5 is chosen in these experiments), we keep all blobs as the representative blobs. Otherwise, the number of clusters is 5. A representative blob is determined for each cluster.
The first experiment is performed on the Video1 (Tab. 1) containing 810 objects with 35115 blobs. The SVM library [2] is used. 100 blobs (50 relevant and 50 irrelevant blobs) In the second experiment, the Video2 (Tab. 1) is employed. For this video, 777 objects with 14909 blobs are detected and tracked. Applying the trained SVM in the first experiment, we obtain 661 objects containing 8874 blobs. As presented, our method outperforms the method of Ma et al. It obtains both smaller value of F and higher value of P in both experiments. It means that the proposed method provides a compact and effective object representation. However, the value of P is still small. In the second experiment, 70% detected representative blobs are relevant. The reason can be the choice of visual features in the step 1 (blob classification step) and step 3 (blob clustering step) of the proposed method (see section 4.1). In the blob classification step, the chosen visual feature has to be able to distinguish the relevant (with people) and irrelevant blobs (without people). In the blob clustering step, the visual feature must allow to put blobs having similar appearance into the same cluster. 
Object retrieval evaluation
In order to validate the retrieval results, we adopt the evaluation measure proposed in [8] : the Average Normalized Rank. It is defined as follows:
where N rel is the number of relevant results for a particular query, N is the size of the tested set, and Ri is the rank of the ith relevant results. Rank is zero if all N rel are returned first. The Rank measure is in the range 0 (good retrieval) to 1 (bad retrieval), with 0.5 corresponding to a random retrieval. We compare our matching method and the matching method proposed by Ma et al. [7] in both experiments. As presented in section 4.2, the matching method of Ma et al. is not robust when working with non robust tracking algorithms.
The first experiment corresponds to the retrieval scenario: "The security staffs want to know whether a person similar to a query image appears in the scene at other time". We have chosen 247 indexed persons as query. The query person is compared with the 810 indexed persons in Video1. Figure  8 shows the results obtained with the proposed and Ma et al. methods. As shown in the Fig. 8 , our method obtains better results in 187 queries.
The retrieval scenario in the second experiment is: "The security staffs want to know whether a person observed by a camera is observed by another one". The 54 indexed persons of Video2 become query persons. These query persons are compared with the 810 indexed persons of Video1. Our object matching method obtains better results in 32 out of 54 queries (see Fig. 9 ). The average of average normalized ranks for 247 and 54 queries in two experiments is shown in Tab. 3. Our method obtains good results in the first experiment and acceptable in the second experiment. Among 247 queries in the first experiment, 246 queries (respectively 225) have average normalized ranks smaller than 0.5 (respectively 0.3). In the second experiment, 40 (respectively 24) over 54 queries obtain the ranks smaller than 0.5 (respectively 0.3).
Video retrieval for surveillance applications relates to critical situations such as left luggage events, fighting events. Relevant results need to be returned in the first results. In . The number of queries is 247 and 54 respectively. We compute TP and FP for all of the queries. Let Nm, Gm, T Pm, T Nm be the total number of the first results, total number of relevant results (defined in the ground-truth) and total number of relevant results and irrelevant results in the first m results. The value of TP obtained by our method is relatively higher than the method of Ma et al. in both experiments. In the second experiment, the proposed method retrieves relevant result in the first result for 6 queries among 54 queries while the method of Ma et al. retrieves with success for one sole query. As presented, the proposed matching method is robust when working with poor performance object detection and tracking algorithms. The quality of object retrieval in the first experiment is good. However, the results obtained in the second experiment are not sufficient because of the high variation of object appearanceand the scene over a network of cameras. As presented, our matching method is more effective than the method of Ma et al. in both analysis: loose (by the average normalized rank metric) and strict (by TP and FP metrics). In order to explain how the proposed object matching method outperforms Ma et al. method working with output of object tracking algorithms having a high value of object Id confusion, we illustrate an example: matching objects #1064 and #1065. The representative blobs detected by our method presented in section 4.1 for these objects are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . The object Id confusion metric for objects #1064 and #1065 is respectively 2 and 1. Because of errors in object tracking, blob 1 of object #1064 is irrelevant. Object matching method has to avoid the participation of this blob in computing object distance. Distances for each blob pair by covariance matrix are given in Tab. 5. Our object matching method and the method of Ma et al. are described in Fig. 12 . Distance between two objects defined by Ma et al. method is determined by distance between blob 1 of object #1064 and blob 4 of object #1065 which is irrelevant. Our object matching searches for an optimal solution. It reduces the participation of blob 1. Concerning the computational complexity, in order to match two objects having N1 and N2 blobs, both methods do N1 * N2 blob matching. Our method takes more time than that of Ma et al. because it has to compute the optimal flow in EMD. The complexity of this step is O(N 3 logN ) according to Rubner et al. [12] where N = max(N1, N2) which is relatively small. Table 6 shows retrieval time (ms) of both methods corresponding to number of objects in the video with Linux Fedora Core 5 (kernel), Intel Xeon 2 processors dual-core at 2.33GHz, with 4Go of RAM. Figure 12 : Object distance using the object matching method of Ma et al. is determined by the distance between blob 1 of object #1064 and blob 4 of object #1065 (in red) while our object matching search for an optimal solution (in blue).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, two methods dedicated to indexing and retrieval at the object level for video surveillance, a representative blob detection method and an object matching method, are proposed. The two proposed methods outperform the Ma's method. The obtained results show that the proposed approach manages to work with imprecise object detection and tracking algorithms. However, due to errors in the classification step of the representative blob detection method, results are still limited. This step can be improved by applying other visual features. Concerning the object matching, combining multiple descriptors will be also considered in our future work.
